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Bob looked at the two of them and felt that the aura of Finkin-Gate had been crushed by

Lin Hao, and that if the situation continued to be stalemated, the one who would suffer

would definitely be Finkin-Gate. Faced with a strong than the Orcs are terrifying experts,
I am afraid that the Gaiter family is not willing to casually offend it ......

Bob stood in the middle, disregarding his injuries pulling at Finkin Gaiter, "Mr. Lin,
Finkin is still young, please don't be ordinary with him!"

Originally Bob had come as a peacemaker to settle the conflict, but when
Finkin-Gate heard Bob's words, he felt offended again, what did he mean? To tell Lin Hao

not to behave like him? The Oriental monkeys don't get along with him? If word of this

got out of Toulouse, where would he lose face?

As soon as he pushed Bob away, he pointed at Lin Hao and said in a domineering

manner, "I am the first heir of the Gaiter family! How dare you, an Oriental monkey, defy
me, just wait until you don't see the sun tomorrow!"

"The Gaither family?" Lin Hao sneered and asked rhetorically, Fenjin Gaite was

confused by Lin Hao Lin Hao's rhetorical question, this lowly oriental monkey even knew

about the Gaite family? Since he knew, then he must be afraid.

"Since you know about the Gaither family, you can now kneel down! And your

men, they can kill themselves in thanks!" Finkin Gaite said triumphantly, like he had
found his confidence.



Only Lin Hao shrugged his shoulders, not feeling like the Gaither family was very

powerful, and just as Lin Hao was about to retort behind him, Bolt and Dwarf Scorpion in

the middle of the crowd pushed their way through the crowd and approached.

Dwarf Scorpion didn't want his plan to be completely shattered, especially Bolt, he
really heard Finkin Gaither say that Bob was going to use Castle Golefant as a dowry for
Jenny, this was a horrible accident, if the castle entered the Gaither family and Bob found

the Gaither family as a backer, his own plot would not be broken, even if the 'X'
organization Xie revealed it, he would really be killed, he absolutely will not allow such

an outcome to exist ......

Not only him, but also Dwarf Scorpion did not agree. After all, Bolt had promised

him two a euro, and if they entered the Gaither family, they could not snatch it back, and
although the 'X' organization did not fear the Gaither family, they were not willing to

make an enemy of such an emerging and powerful family ......

"Finkin." Polter called out as he approached, before turning to Bob again, "Oh Bob,
you've hurt your hand, it won't leave a particularly big problem, my dear friend, I'm so

worried about you." Bolt's relationship was exaggerated, but very Western, and the look

was so earnest that the dwarf scorpion looked at him with a pang of belly-aching disgust
at the hypocrisy, and even said in his mind: intimacy between nobles, bullshit, no, not
even shit ......

"It's fine, it's fine. Thank you for the connection, Bolt. It's good you're here, help
me persuade Finkin, he's pissed off at the moment." Bob's eyes lit up with surprise. He
hadn't thought at all that this was the right time for Porter to show up, and he showed up

at the perfect time to solve his headache of the moment, thanks so much ......



Bob didn't put Polter in with the betrayal and the danger at all, this was his best
friend and at this time if someone told him that Polter was trying to get him killed, at the
same time wouldn't believe it unless Polter actually shot him,? The ground was closed

and the sun was dyed? Otherwise even if Bolt had a gun to his head, Bob wouldn't believe
that Bolt would harm him ......

Chapter 1032

"Uncle Polter." Finkin-Gate called out to Polter, his face becoming much lighter, his father
had said that Polter was a very ambitious nobleman and that they must make friends with

such a nobleman. From within his father's approval Finkin-Gate felt that Porter was a
very powerful man, a hundred times more powerful than Bob a thousand times ......

Seeing the respect Finkin Gait had for himself, Polter was not much proud, for he
knew that he would soon be a powerful nobleman like Gait.

"Finkin, this is a friend from the East and a guest of your Uncle Bob, and you

should not look down on them. Noble etiquette does not make you despise anyone, even
if the other person is a slave. What I mean by that, of course, is that you should not look

down on this slave when he is invited by a nobleman. You know what I mean, if he was
just a simple slave you would have been perfectly fine with him not seeing the sun
tomorrow, but obviously he is now Bob's guest and you can loathe Orientals, after all
there is no one who doesn't hate Orientals, Bob used to hate them too, only he has

changed. So your show respect for him, even if it is to honor the etiquette of the

nobility ......" said Porter loudly, the rest of his eyes were even greedily looking at Lin Hao,
standing aside the dwarf scorpion was disgusted with the nobleman at this moment to the
extreme, he even felt that the hatred for the destruction of their Black Scorpion

organization was worse than The hatred that Porter's words attracted was great ......



The fact is that the whole crowd of aristocrats applauded thunderously because of
Bolt's remarks, and such applause stimulated his ears, his fangs, and at this moment, he
wanted to eat all these people? Wu'er whisk er yi yi west love? , damn aristocrats ......

Bob's face was shameless all of a sudden, Bolt was a true aristocrat, he never said
a word to the average commoner, and it was like he Bolt said, he used to hate oriental

people himself, but then because Lin Hao saved Jenny, after he came in contact with Lin

Hao, he became not frank about oriental people ......

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen had been ostracized by this group of aristocrats, and
originally Mu Chen thought it was a shock that he could eat with so many aristocrats
inside a castle, but when every rich man walked past them with a disgusted expression,
Mu Chen realized that racism, in this city, no, perhaps in these western countries, was
especially horrible ......

He looked at Lin Hao, that handsome figure, standing in the middle of the crowd,
directly crushing the young aristocrat of the most horrible status, crushing him to

disgrace, while he still stood there powerfully and confidently. This made Mu Chen feel

that Lin Hao was very powerful, after all, he wouldn't be able to do it himself, he was
crushed by all these rich people ......

Not to mention him, Chen Shanshan was breathing heavily, these rich people in

the West are completely different from the group of rich people in China, the rich people

in China just rely on their own money, but definitely not such racial discrimination, what
noble or not noble manners, in China is completely absent, and the peaceful rich people

will be completely blended with the general public, but this current group of scene, let
Chen Shanshan know, this group of people's bones, completely look down on the poor,
look down on the East, they are like the new age civilization is not yet enlightened human,
let people feel sick ......



But looking at the powerful Lin Hao, Chen Shanshan's heart was endlessly
satisfied ......

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen were incomparably angry after hearing Bolt's
remarks, that he would belittle them so much and even more so trample on their lives!
Such a person is simply worse than a beast, but they did not dare to go up and accuse him
because they could feel his theory, which made all the nobles present cheer ......

Chapter 1033

Finkin-Gate's face slowly got better as he listened to Bolt's words, Bolt's words nudged
him awake and made him glance at Bob's expression and found that Bob was blushing

hard, it was either an expression brought on by his injury or an expression of disgrace, the
same as his own just now ......

Finkin Gaiter some self-condemnation up, his own cultivation is already good, if
put in other times, he will never go to despise any guest who can invite him to the

banquet host, the reason why he has so much hostility to Lin Hao, all because of Golefant
Castle, and Jenny ......

"Uncle Bob, it was my presumption that caused you to lose face, and I will

apologize." Finkin Gait instantly put away all his unhappy expression, the whole person
relaxed state as if what happened before? The whole state of relaxation was as if nothing

had happened before? All did not happen the same, which makes Chen Shanshan have to

admire such a person, joy and anger invisible ......

He leaned forward slightly towards Bob's body, a look of incomparable seriousness

to apologize, but the person he was apologizing to was only Bob. As for Lin Hao and Night
One, he didn't take them to heart and wasn't prepared to apologize at all. The phrase 'do



you know who I am' was the anger in his heart, and if it wasn't for Bolt coming out to

conciliate, he would have thought that his anger would have blinded these two Orientals

to the sun of tomorrow... ...

Bob's face then looked a little better, the face of the nobility is extremely

important ......

After Finkin-Gate left, Bob apologized to Lin Hao and Night One, "Sorry Mr. Lin, I
still have some things to do, I need to go entertain my guests, you two be my guest ......"
Bob said without moving his voice and then left without moving his voice.

Lin Hao naturally felt Bob's concern, and likewise knew that the Gaiter family was

probably a relatively large family in Toulouse, or in the southern city, otherwise how
could it make such a persistent Bob become all intimidated, Bob was a persistent and

obstinate man of principle, and at the same time must have been a kind rich man,
otherwise how could he have raised such a kind person as Jenny ......

"Boss, I'm afraid this Finkin-Gate won't stop there ......" said Night One in a

whisper by Lin Hao's side, his eyes kept staring at the background of the proud and

incomparable Finkin-Gate in the distance, like this kind of arrogant rich second

generation, Night One had seen many of them, but they all ended badly, very badly ......

"These are all small shrimp characters, what does the Black Dragon side say?" Lin
Hao inquired, what he wanted most now was to know where the headquarters of 'X'
organization was, then he could go and exterminate the other side, what he really wanted
to do when he came to Western Europe he always kept in mind, but Jenny he had a

reason to have to save ......



He had a lot of conversations with Bob today about the Cyborg, and Bob told him

that the existence of the Cyborg was connected to the Church, and that to be connected to
the Church you had to be a top tycoon ......

And while the requirements to become a top tycoon are simple - after all, anyone
with money and a lot of money is a tycoon - to be recognized by the top tycoon league,
one needs something symbolic to represent him, like Castle Gorfint. Bob said the love and

hate of Golefant Castle, but still feel, Bob said Golefant when the extreme pride, and also

said implicitly, if they are not too obsessed with work ethics, I am afraid that will also

become a family like Gait super big family ......
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Bob told him that it was only the top rich league members who had access to the church
level ......

This is the biggest reason why Lin Hao really accepted the Golefant, he had money

but it was hard for him to reach the church, although he could storm the church with

brute force, he felt that this would, I'm afraid, backfire, so he was going to reach the

church first and peacefully, then see how the church felt about him and if they could talk

to him properly about biochemical technology, if not, he could only use a tough attitude

to grab it by force, which was the next best thing ......

"Black Dragon said he is doing his best to find the headquarters of 'X', but he said
it will take some time." Night One replied in a deep voice.

Lin Hao nodded, not a trace of displeasure about Black Dragon not finding the

other party's headquarters, Black Dragon was originally concealing his identity in

Western Europe to come over as an undercover agent, if he did anything out of the



ordinary I'm afraid his identity would be uncovered, and since Black Dragon was one of

Jun Wu Ren's men, he didn't have an absolute need to expose his identity for a little

personal matter of his own ......

"It seems that we still need to make our own move." Lin Hao said, while his gaze
was stern as he inquired, "Have you found some sneaky people inside the banquet?"

Night One immediately looked grave, his eyes turned around inside everyone

present and said to Lin Hao, "Boss, that rich man who just came forward to speak, there is
one beside him that gives me a very dangerous feeling, more dangerous than Twitter

that ......" Not that Night One lost his self-confidence, but after facing the terrifying

explosive power of Twitter that, Night One really felt that he could not deal with him ......

Lin Hao looked towards Pote's distant back and said in a low voice, "That man

beside him gives me a feeling close to the smell of a Black Scorpion member, I think he

must be a remaining member of the Black Scorpion organization, your vigilance is good."
At the end of the sentence, Lin Hao was quite complimentary of Night One, with the

current strength of Night One, being able to detect such a crisis shows that his hard

strength is terrifying, it's just a pity that the world is slowly changing in his eyes and in

the eyes of my Jun Wu Ren group ......

Seeing his boss look at him approvingly, the worry in Night One's heart eliminated

a large part of it, from the time Lin Hao dealt with Cang, and later solved the Black

Scorpion and moved to the East, he felt he was of little use, now it seems he is still of

some use to his boss, so many days of anxiety, finally is much less ......

"You keep an eye on him, but don't follow too closely." Lin Hao instructed to the

night one, instructed him not to keep an eye on too tight is afraid that the night one by

the black scorpion's organization members after the discovery, and then he was killed



back, after all, this person is very strong, I'm afraid that is not pushing that such a

half-baked biochemical? The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just

a few of the most popular and most popular of the best. People ......

"Good." Night one nodded in response, then disappeared inside Lin Hao's vision,
Lin Hao could feel a lot of sneaky people around, but the strength of this group of people

was too weak compared to this Black Scorpion member, I don't know how many points

weaker, so Lin Hao didn't put it in his eyes, and all he had to do was to see what kind of

conspiracy that Bob's buddy had ......

Lin Hao has a grudge against the Black Scorpion members, Bob can also say that

he has a grudge against them, after all, Jenny was taken by them, and this man, as Bob's
best friend, is following him, saying that there is no conspiracy, he does not believe it ......

Chapter 1035

The castle's piazza was lit up, bonfires were scattered, handsome men and women were

countless, and the sound of cheering and screaming filled every one? s ears. s ears,
everyone was so happy that their blood was boiling, after all, having a bonfire in a castle

like this inevitably gives a sense of participation back in history, an old castle from the

fifteenth or sixteenth century, the aristocrats of that era were cheering as much as they

were, and some of those who loved history were even more excited by this, picking up

one champagne, shaking it wildly then spraying it, the aristocrats who were drenched in

champagne The rich and famous didn't get angry, but partied with him ......

The scorpion was staring at Bob with greed in his eyes, knowing him, he wouldn't
have to worry about money for the rest of his life, although he wasn't short of money now,
he was still tickled by the prospect of 100 or 200 million euros, so his eyes kept signalling
to Bolt to let him get to the point ......



The same dwarf scorpion also did not go to what is the main purpose of his arrival
here, after entering the Golefant castle, has felt that biochemical, so the heart is very

anxious, has been urging Polter shouted Bob to look to visit that biochemical, only
because of the conflict between Lin Hao and Finkin-Gate two people, resulting in some

delay.

Finkin Gatt was explaining to Jenny what had happened to him. After being
lectured by Jenny, Finkin Gatt, who was already angry with Lin Hao, was so angry that he
wanted to fight Lin Hao in a fencing duel right now!

He was a member of the Royal Fencing Team, not through the back door because

of his noble status, but a real member of the fencing team, and had achieved great results

in the Western European Fencing Championships. When there is no danger to him in the

sport, he can participate in the tournament without any worries, but when there is danger
to the sport, his family will not allow him to participate anymore, because accidents and
man-made accidents are invisible accidents, and he is the first heir of the Gaiter family,
and the family will not allow any accidents to happen! ......

"Jenny, he's just an Oriental, and Uncle Bob would never like an Oriental!" Finkin
Gaither whispered, with a low growl inside his voice, which was his anger.

"Finkin! You are a gentleman, why do you care so much about each other's race,
and! The Chinese are thousands of years old, he is older, more orthodox, more proud than

our race! But they're not as proud as some aristocrats, no matter what era they're from!
Papa will never hate Lin Hao!" Jenny drank in anger for once in a rare while, she was
really angry, as a hairdresser Finkin Gatt had actually been brainwashed by the so-called
noble learning and turned into a pure conceited aristocrat, the kind of aristocrat who was

full of I am a noble, you are not like me, you are inferior, she disliked such people very

much, she had thought that Finkin was different from them, but now it seemed that

Finkin was in deeper than them ......



"Jenny!" Finkin's face was incomparably ugly, all but grimacing, he had always

thought of Jenny as a white diamond, so dazzling, so clean, but now why was there such

a large stain in the very centre?

"You've changed, you've been drugged by that Oriental, and I'm going to fight him!
I'll get you back!" Finkin roared, startling the surrounding ladies and gentry, this was
Finkin Gaither, the man they had always wanted to make friends with, and now his own

fiancée was rebuking him in public, this was too much of a disgrace to the nobility,
wasn't it? And speaking for another man too ......

"Duel! A duel!" They raised their arms and cheered, stirring Finkin Gat's blood.

Jenny glanced at Finkin and realised that Finkin-Gate was now completely out of

his mind, and knowing that she was in no position to persuade him, she shook her head

and said helplessly, "You can't beat him."

This one sentence at once directly irritated Finkin Gatt, what men fear most about

being told that they can't! All men in the world are afraid of that, especially when the

woman they like says he can't, it's no longer a matter of winning or losing, it's a matter of

saving face!

"I'll show you if I can or can't! Damned Oriental!" Finkin roared, furious and
furious, like a beast about to be released from its cage.

Chapter 1036



He peeled through the crowd and just started looking for Lin Hao straight away.

Jenny was shocked by Finkin's state, she knew how powerful Lin Hao was, she
also knew that Finkin was a member of the Royal Fencing Team, but in the face of such a

terrifying Lin Hao, Finkin was afraid that he would not even be able to fight back.

She grabbed Finkin and then shouted persuasively, she didn't want to see Finkin

hurt, she didn't want anyone around her to be hurt, "Finkin, don't go, okay? You really

can't beat him, he's very, very, very good, so many people are no match for him, you're
just asking for trouble if you go up there to challenge him ...... Brother Lin is a good man,
a very, very good man, he won't remember your presumption if you don't go after

him... ..."

"Me!" Finkin Gatt clenched his hands and squeezed them purple, what was Jenny
talking about? Besides that orientalist could still find self? Close er zero land land love

woody? Trouble with himself? Who was he? He was the top rich kid in Toulouse, who
dared to shout in front of him?

"Jenny, I will show you with my strength what it means to be a real man! And I

will also show you that my fencing skills are not something that can be defeated by any
orientalist, huh? Besides, can oriental Chinese fencing skills? Oriental monkeys?
Ridiculous!"

"Finkin' Gator!" Jenny shouted, it was only when she was angry that she shouted

Finkin Gatt's full name.



Yet the louder Jenny shouted, the more Finkin-Gate's anger blazed right through

her heart, "Where is Lin Hao! Come out here, I'll fight you!"

Lin Hao was on his way to Bob, and after hearing such a cry, shook his head and

didn't take it to heart.

Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen saw Lin Hao's voice and shadow from a distance,
naturally the others saw it too, Chen Shanshan was very worried, this was in Western

Europe, and she didn't know the measurement of the relationship between Tobong 'X'
and Bob, only that Bob was somewhat afraid of Tobong, the rich and powerful present

had far less respect for Bob than they did for Finkin Gatt, and most of the respect for Bob

came from the fact that Bob was the original owner of the castle, and also from the fact

that it was him who held the banquet, so everyone respected him, but for Finkin Gatt,
they respected and revered him from the bottom of their hearts ......

The first time he felt that there was a time when Lin Hao was afraid. Lin Hao gave

him the feeling that he was a king descending from the sky, invincible in the world, this is
what he thought before, now seeing his avoidance of Finkin-Gate, Mu Chen felt straight

away that there was no such thing as invincible in this world, just that he had not met

anyone more powerful than him ...... The powerful here refers to a strong background, he
did not think that Finkin-Gate's boxing and kicking strength was as strong as

Finkin-Gate's. Gator's boxing and kicking strength to beat Lin Hao ......

Chen Shanshan, holding a glass of Goerfent Estate 1782 wine, shook it and was

about to take a sip when Mu Chen shouted, "Shanshan, look Finkin-Gate is going after

him! It doesn't look like he's going to give up!"

Chen Shanshan put the tall glass on the table and chased after him. Mu Chen took

Chen Shanshan's anxious look in his eyes and thought to himself that Chen Shanshan had



also sensed the power of Finkin-Gate, he thought for a moment and also followed him, at
this time they, as the underprivileged in the East, should first report for warmth ......

Chen Shanshan caught up with Lin Hao, his mouth was shivering, but when he

saw the sound shadow of Finkin-Gate catching up, he gritted his teeth and spoke, "Brother
Lin, you should leave quickly. I'm afraid that powerful rich kid is going to take a shot at

you..."

Mu Chen echoed, "Mr. Lin, this is in the West and in the face of so many wealthy

businessmen local family forces, I don't think it's a shame to avoid them appropriately."
Mu Chen was speaking euphemistically and was also persuading Lin Hao ......

"It's fine, don't worry." Lin Hao said with a smile, the strength of Fen Jin Gaiter, he
didn't put it on his mind at all, inside his perception, the only one who could threaten him
in the slightest was that remaining part of the Black Scorpion Organization, a little rich
kid could shake him by a hair? Then is his status as a world-renowned prince not a joke?
I'm afraid that Cang and his ancestor would have to come out from the Yellow Springs

Road to spill Meng Po soup and have a theory with him ......

"No, Mr. Lin. This is not the time to be brave!" Mu Chen said with a frown,
thinking to himself that this Lin Hao is really conceited, to be so brazen on someone else's
turf?
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Can't you see that this group of Westerners are looking at us intently? They don't see us
as equal human beings in their eyes ...... This makes Mu Chen very uncomfortable in his

heart, but he can't refute it because it's something within their perception. Of course, he
knew that with the strength of China now, there would never be a return to the kind of



thing that 10,000 people could storm the imperial capital more than a hundred years ago,
only they did it then and have been proud of it ......

"Showing off?" Lin Hao lowered his head and lost his smile, then he raised his head
and looked carefully at Mu Chen's expression, and found that there seemed to be an

instinctive timidity inside his eyes towards Fen Jin Gait, which made Lin Hao frown, it
was fine for foreigners to talk about it, but there were really Chinese people who took it

seriously and thought they were weak? China has been around for 5,000 years, but it's
been weak for a few decades? And then the bones go soft? This is too unbelievable ......

Chen Shanshan also echoed, "Brother Lin, why don't you just find a place first and

talk to your sister-in-law?"

Originally, barring Mu Chen's goading, Lin Hao felt indifferent, but upon seeing

Chen Shanshan also goading, he sensed the seriousness of the matter. Mu Chen and his

relationship how to say, the duo's intercourse is in their own wives, but? Shan Lu served

dyed zero love to pick up Lu? Then he left, Lin Hao pretty much forgot about him, the
relationship, very shallow. As for Chen Shanshan, Lin Hao's own heart is now divided

very clearly, with her relationship is to the end, but when he sees Chen Shanshan because

of something unnecessary and timid, and suffer, he will still choose to strike ......

Lin Hao did not say anything this time, because Finkin-Gate had arrived to him for

a long time, while Chen Shanshan's words with Mu Chen he already knew a rough idea

through the translator.

Fen Jin Gaiat sneered and said, "If you kneel before me and beg for mercy, I might

strike a little lighter later!"With his proud head, he looked down on Lin Hao and the three
of them, with the feeling of a king at his feet, as if he was the king of Lin Hao and the

three of them.



After hearing this, Mu Chen was first a little angry, but then he was covered in

worry, was it really going to be a duel? The duel would definitely end with Lin Hao

winning, but what about after winning against Finkin-Gate? And with Uncle Bob, the
peacemaker, gone, who would be there to put out the fire when Finkin Gatt vents his

anger? Jenny? Obviously not! Finkin-Gate is now so angry to seek a duel with Lin Hao,
because Jenny's words have stimulated him, if Jenny further persuades, I am afraid the

situation will be even more uncontrollable ......

"Mr. Lin, you have to be clear, do you really have to go this far? If Finkin-Gate is
really offended by you by then, you may really not be able to stay in F ...... Of course you
may not care, but what about the people around you?" After Mu Chen finished looking at

Chen Shanshan, seeing an anxious looking Chen Shanshan, Mu Chen originally felt a bit

vain for talking about Chen Shanshan as someone he was as scared of, but this was a lot
better. After all, Lin Hao had come to F because of Jenny's matter, and he might have to

go back to his country after solving it, but the two of them really didn't want to go back

to their country, and if they wanted to go back to their country why would they stay in

the country of F? It wasn't that he didn't feel the quality of the nationals of country F.
They took the humiliation given to them by their neighbours and turned it on the
Easterners, the Chinese, as a way of comforting their own humiliation, and their sadness

made people feel pitiful, but that was a different matter ......

"Perhaps my contempt for the Gaite family is not something you take to heart." Lin
Hao replied indifferently, he had somewhat despised the Gaiter family before, but now it

seems as if people don't care much ......

Chapter 1038

Looking towards Chen Shanshan, he could sort of see Mu Chen's timidity, but Lin Hao

could also understand it, but for his worry, Lin Hao didn't think it was actually necessary.
"But I'm already uncomfortable in my heart when he repeatedly denigrates Chinese

people. Although I'm not Jun Wu Ren, who might have crushed this man's head at his



first sentence, I'll try to make him never die after he's said it a few times!" Lin Hao said in

a domineering manner, that was his character ......

Jun Wuhuo's honor for his country was much higher than his because that was

Jun Wuhuo's belief. Lin? Italian Zhaoyi Lu Pao Zhaoyu? As for Hao, although he didn't
put it on that level of faith, he would never casually let a person humiliate his country. It
is not that Lin Hao is not patriotic, everyone is patriotic, in their own way. Some of them

were already deep in their bones, because they were the first barrier of protection for the

country, such as Jun Wu Ren and these people, they would be the first to stand up for the

country in times of trouble, they were a group of people called iron-blooded soldiers! And
Lin Hao belongs to the second group of people, that is, when Jun Wu Regret's group of

people can't carry on, Lin Hao will directly step forward, or Jun Wu Regret called him to

step forward together. How can I put it, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Regret are two different

kinds of people and have different ways of dealing with things.

It's like when in Eastern Japan, Lin Hao crushed the Eastern Japan Ninja Alliance

at that time and didn't have any more thoughts after killing Zu, but Jun Wu Regret was

remembering centuries of grudges and grudges and directly wiped out all of them Saint
Shinobi God Shinobi ......

"Arrogant! But what arrogance! And ridiculous!" After hearing Lin Hao's
overbearing words, Finkin-Gate chided without anger.

"Mr. Bob, it's not good!" Jelson had already finished collecting his gun and heard

the impending duel between Lin Hao and Finkin-Gate, he was so frightened that he came

rolling to Bob's study and when he saw Bob, he just shouted.



"What's the matter what's the matter, what's happened again." Bob frowned, his
brow kept jumping and he was apprehensive, so when he heard Jelson shouting, his heart
thumped and he asked straight away on reflex.

"Mr. Lin is going to duel with Mr. Finkin!" Jelson hastily replied, with a worried

face, not knowing who he was worried about ......

"What! Quickly, quickly, take me there, we must not let the two of them duel, once
the duel starts, I'm afraid Finkin will have to be very seriously injured! Mr. Lin's strength
is extremely terrifying, and if he hurts Finkin, old Gat will certainly be very angry, and
then Mr. Lin can hardly act in Toulouse, and this will certainly not be the picture Jenny

wants to see ......" Bob got up and hurried downstairs, and Bolt looked at Bob's back and

looked helplessly at the dwarf scorpion.

He had already called out to Bob to see that biochemical left behind by Bob's
family ancestors, and Bob had agreed to it, but what, that damned Oriental had screwed

up again, and he spread his hands, "Mr. Shorty Scorpion, I hope you'll save a breath for

me when you step in to settle that damned lowly Oriental when the time comes. I can't
control my anger at all right now ......"

The dwarf scorpion gripped the corner of the table, pinching a corner of the

ancient wood-built round table as Porter watched and swallowed, clearly terrified to the

core. A man's wrist strength could not be controlled to such an extent? The Bob family's
ancient wood table was very hard, of course, not Bob's family's, but his own. The thought
that it was all his own caused Polter some heartache, but he didn't dare to stop the dwarf

scorpion from stopping, after all, he didn't think his skull was harder than this hard

wood ......
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"Mr. Lim Mr. Lim, please don't duel with Finkin Gat yet. He's still a kid after all." Bob
rushed over and was directly relieved when he saw that Lin Hao and Finkin Gatt had not
yet fought ...... This would really be the end if they fought, although Lin Hao was very

powerful and had an equally impressive background as seen from that wedding of his, but
Finkin Gatt's background was not bad either, and the ancient East had There is a saying in
the old East: A strong dragon cannot suppress a snake on the ground. Only there is

another idiom in the old East, and that is a fierce dragon over a river! This is what Bob
doesn't know ......

Today's Lin Hao is the fierce dragon crossing the river! A dragon is a dragon, a
snake will always be a snake ......

Lin Hao looked at Bob, not waiting for the already furious Finkin-Gate to speak,
Lin Hao just said in a steady voice throwing his voice to the ground, "Mr. Bob. I'm not

sure how old a child is that you call a child, but on our side, when he turns eighteen, he's
not a child! He's responsible for what he says! And, Mr Bob, your prejudice against my

Chinese people, I feel I need to explain to you today with my fists ......"

Night One was also on his way, and while he was keeping an eye on the Dwarf

Scorpion from afar, he spotted many minions, some of which he was able to take care of

by hand. The first one is also a strong person, and very strong, but compared to Lin Hao

and Jun Wu Regret is very weak, of course not to belittle Night One, even if the whole of

China combined, only Jun Wu Regret is able to arm wrestle with Lin Hao, even Jun Wu

Regret is not a match for Lin Hao in his Extreme Dao state, of course, Lin Hao in his

normal state, some are not Jun Wu? The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people

who are not able to get a good deal on this. Regret's opponent ......

He saw that his big brother finally could not resist making a move, his heart was
incomparably happy, and after listening to Lin Hao's words, the blood in his body boiled.
From the beginning, from Lauren's mouth of Oriental people Oriental people, to the later



people like Ghost Nine, and then to Jelson, this group of F people despised Chinese people
from top to bottom, which made Night One very unhappy. But now it could be over!

"Er ......" Bob was a bit dumbfounded, what Lin Hao said was actually in line with

their country's laws, in the West individual heroism is revered, doesn't the fact that
children leave home early mean that they are responsible for their own actions? Only in

the West the children of rich families are not the same as the poor, capitalists and not

capitalists are two classes in themselves, this class division is very prominent in the West,
this is not felt in China, their class superiority is very heavy and heavy, not like the rich
people in China, they also just feel they are rich ......

"But Mr. Lin Hao, the Gaiter family is very powerful in Toulouse ......" Bob said

softly and helplessly, he could feel out that at this moment Lin Hao was just as

overbearing and peerless as he was in the eighth ruin, no longer approachable, but sharp.
This suddenly reminded him of what many of his friends who had been to the ancient East
had told him, that the Chinese people were introverted, that is, they did not get angry

easily, but once they did, they would no longer talk to you peacefully, and conflicts were

not easily resolved ......

"Hehe ......" Lin Hao sneered, it was the Gates family again.

Finkin Gaiter was a little annoyed when he saw Bob, and even more so when he

heard Bob's words, the man was always like that, but when he heard Lin Hao's words, he
smiled, thinking that all the stumbling blocks outside the duel were finally gone. Before,
he was worried that the duel with Lin Hao would outsiders should stop, but now it seems

that it will not ......

"Mr. Lin. I don't know if you know what fencing is, but we don't have protective
gear now, all wait if you accidentally get stabbed by my sword, I don't know if you will



blame me ......" Finkin-Gate said smugly, fencing, ah, there are not many people in the

whole F country that can match him, he naturally needn't care about an Oriental. And the
weather was beautiful, not in the fencing training ground, but outside in the open air, so
that there was no protective gear, and if he stabbed him, he could only blame himself for

being too conceited ......

"That's just what I want." Lin Hao sneered, but his heart was full of ridicule, a little
westerner talking to him about fencing? The art of sword fighting? Ridiculous, a
gentleman's sword that can still hurt people? Perhaps he was just being arrogant. In the

eyes of the ancient Orientals, all weapons are not fancy fists and legs, they are all lethal

weapons, they are all capable of delivering a fatal blow, they are all danger incarnate ......

"Finkin Gat, if you feel you can't do it later, you should admit defeat as soon as

possible, Mr. Lin is not a narrow-minded person either, he is an atmospheric Oriental."
Looking at Finkin-Gate duel intention is very strong, Bob is not good keep persuading,
just he always don't want Finkin-Gate to be hurt here ......

This sentence is Bob's kind reminder, but Finkin-Gate but feel is Bob look down on
him, which makes his already some dislike Bob's heart, more some disgust, if not see him
is Jenny's father, I'm afraid already with noble preaching to say him, fear of the East of
the Western aristocracy, simply the scum of the aristocratic world!

Chapter 1040

The other nobles had long been upset at Bob's constant licking of Lin Hao's heart, and
now seeing how uncomfortable Finkin-Gate also looked, some of the lesser nobles who

wanted to reach out to Finkin-Gate all got excited and stood up and shouted, "Bob, do you
know what you're doing? He's just an Oriental I? You know what you're doing? You

hated this race as much as we did before, you thought they were lowly and vile, and now

you're talking to him? Bob, are you burned out from your injuries."



"Bob! You make us feel very disappointed, he's just an Oriental, have you
forgotten how many people it took for our country to open their gates a hundred years
ago? How dare you say he's good, Bob, are you really out of your mind?"

Bob woke up with a start and realised that he had committed a public outrage. He
blamed himself for being so worried about whether Finkin-Gate would be hurt that he

had forgotten that this group of people belonged to that class of people.

Lin Hao looked at Bob, who was unpleasant at both ends, and suddenly thought

that this was also a lovely person, and then looked at Jenny, thinking of Jenny's kindness,
and suddenly thought that it was genetic ......

The two children that he and Shen Xiyan had made, when they were born, would
they be as handsome and domineering as he was, or as beautiful as Xiyan was. But
suddenly Lin Hao was gloomy and sad, Shen Xiyan's body had a great problem, which is

the real purpose of Lin Hao's trip, but now it is being blocked by the Jenny incident,
although there is a push, but the effect is not obvious ......

Of course this is what Lin Hao thought in his heart, he did not know that his access

to the church was within his own Golephant castle.

"Bob your worries always feel superfluous, you might as well keep your mouth

shut." Finkin-Gate's tone was no longer respectful, but rather like he was reprimanding

one of his men.



Bob's face was incomparably embarrassed for a moment and he wanted to find a

crack in the ground, but it was a good thing that Jenny came up at this time, elegant,
subtle, with a blue dress that complemented the million stars in her eyes, beautiful for a
moment, and she took Bob's arm, "Dad, don't be hard on yourself." Said to look at Finkin

Gator, "Finkin, you are too let me down ......" said not to speak, at this moment in her

heart is not comfortable, a small temper up, at the same time is worried about Bob's body,
after all, she herself and Bob have injuries in the body ......

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're doing.

Above the bay window, Dwarf Scorpion looked at a worried Bolt. "You bloody

aristocrats, you really don't want anything for a bit of face."

Bolt really wanted to go up to him and shout at this Finkin-Gate for not having a

brain, for fighting over a woman for so long, a heir to a great family, and this is his heart?
Of course Polter only dared to complain in his heart, even if he got the Bob family fortune,
he still didn't dare to speak out against the Gaither family ......

"Looks like we'll have to find Bob later, then just strong-arm Bob and get him to

take us to see that biochemical thing, then kill them before ...... just a pity about that little
beauty ......" said Polter greedily, turning his head to look at Dwarf Scorpion when he

found his face full of disgust, Polter didn't have any change in expression, but said with a

greedy smile, "Naturally there is also the contract for the transfer of the castle to be signed
first, and I can also give you enough euros ......" The two of them had agreed to pay in

installments.

The dwarf scorpion pooh-poohed, "What a bunch of scum!" How disgusting it must

be to have someone who can make a mongrel call them scum.



Inside the western castle, there was no shortage of ancient swords, and Finkin

Gaet sent someone to fetch two of them.

He looked at Lin Hao's comical look as he weighed the swords, and couldn't help
but mockingly say again, "Sir, I will show you what real fencing is called, of course we
don't have protective gear, so if I am about to hit you in the vital part then, please dodge
quickly, of course if you can't dodge, you can't blame me, after all, there is no protective

gear ......"

Lin Hao sneered, "In the same words, over to you." This arrogant little nobleman, if
not when he said such a phrase, Lin Hao felt a little embarrassed to lay a heavy hand later,
but he said so in front of so many people, but it saved Lin Hao a few words ......
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